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Abstract

maximum throughput between a pair of nodes in [6].
An important issue associated with communications
This paper motivates the need for the Multiple Path
Transport ( M P T ) of information in a multihop mobile using multiple paths is t h a t of resequencing. As the
radio network for supporting non-real time applications. traffic between a typical pair of end nodes follows difTypical applications will need a higher bandwidth/higher ferent paths, which have different speeds (available bandreliability connection than t h a t provided by current mo- width) and have different number of hops (entailing varybile networks. For supporting these applications a mobile ing amounts of propagation delay and fixed processing
node may need t o set up and use multiple paths t o the delay), packets belonging t o a session may arrive out of
desired destination, either simply because of the lack of order a t the destination node. T h e packets arriving out
raw bandwidth on a single channel or because of its poor of order may have t o wait in a special buffer called the
error characteristics, which reduces its effective through- resequencing buffer, before they can be delivered in orput. In the context of this work, the principal reasons der t o the destination process. Some additional amount
for considering such an architecture are providing high of delay is incurred due t o this wait in the resequencing
bandwidth and a more robust end-to-end connection. We buffer. Most of the models considered in [ll,12, 18, 191
describe a protocol architecture t h a t addresses this need are of the source node, t h a t is at the edge of a network,
and, with the help of simple simulation models, we show or of a single hop.
t h a t the delay and throughput performance of multiple
An exhaustive survey and comparison of various
path schemes is significantly better than that of a con- schemes t o improve T C P performance over a wireless
ventional scheme in which one session makes use of one link can be found in [17]. These methods concentrate on
path. For the d a t a applications considered in this work, mainly an internetwork scenario with only the last hop
there is an additional advantage of security because tap- (link) being the wireless hop. In this work our emphasis
ping any one path does not give access t o the complete is on the end-to-end throughput and delay performance
information.
and we can use any suitable method in [17] t h a t gives
us a reasonable link level performance. Thus, our work
1 Previous Work
augments previous studies on T C P over a wireless link
T h e problem of two communicating entities using mul- using a single path.
tiple paths has been considered widely in the literature
Finding multiple paths between a source-destination
in various contexts. T h e earliest reference t o multiple
pair is not the focus area of this work. T h e need for
path' transport, referred t o as dispersity routing, is in
source routing schemes in ad-hoc packet radio networks
Dr. Maxemchuck's Ph.D. dissertation [l].For example,
has been motivated in [20]. T h e source routing schemes
a channel coding s c h e m e using m u l t i p l e parallel p a t h s w a s
could be used to find more than one route to the desired
considered in [a], which improved the fault tolerance of
destination and the discovered routes could then be used
digital communication networks, while multiple parallel
for the M P T scheme. In this work, we concentrate mainly
connections on different paths were set up t o increase the.
on traffic allocation and delay-throughput performance.
In the context of this work, apart from the obvious
*This work was supported in part by the New York State Cenadvantage
of having a higher bandwidth connection, the
ter for Advanced Technology
in
Telecommunications,
Polytechnic
-University, Brooklyn, New York.
other advantages of the M P T scheme are: a reduction
'In this work, we use path and route interchangeably. Hence, in in the trafficburstiness seen by individual paths, better
our definition of path/route diversity, two communicating entities
adaptability t o varying radio channel quality, and an inmake use of more than one path/route to send information to each
herent
robustness t o channel errors and link failures. It
other.
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is intuitive t o pr0po:;e a protocol architecture which supports a generic multiple path communication and allows
a multimedia application t o utilize different physical or
virtual paths. Our work differs from the previous work
on M P T in t h a t we consider it in a wireless network scenario where it is even more pertinent because of the limited bandwidth and the error characteristics of a single
channel. Also, we address the M P T in protocol context,
and consider some transport layer protocol issues.
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layer. This is because of the interaction of the out-oforder packets with the T C P algorithms (e.g. Round Trip
Timing algorithm and Fast Retransmit algorithm). Such
an interaction with Fast Retransmit algorithm was also
observed in [17], where the link layer protocols did not
attempt in-order delivery across the link. An option of
performing the resequencing at the I P layer and then deliver the sequenced stream to the T C P is not feasible as
there are no provisions to do this even in IPv6.

Network and Protocol Model

The network scenario we assume is that of a CDMA
network, with each mobile equipped with multiple
transceivers, operating in a multihop packet radio environment. Although, we assume a multihop radio network scenario, in coiiventional cellular networks this corresponds to a mobile node capable of talking t o either
more than one base station or the same base station using
multiple codes. TyFNically, each mobile can use receiverdirected or link-directed codes [lo]. Thus the maximum
bandwidth available t o the application is the basic channel rate times the number of transceivers (codes).
In general, traffic splitting could be done at any layer
of t'he protocol stac.k, for example physical, data link,
and network (e.g. Inverse Multiplexing is being standardized by ATM-PHY zroup in the ATM Forum). We will
consider traffic splitting at the network layer and above.
Also, given the widespread use of the T C P / I P protocol
stack, it is imperative t h a t a new scheme should work well
with existing transport and network level protocols. The
layered protocol momiel is shown in Figure 1. Option (A)
in trhe Figure 1 corresponds t o adding a new layer (called
Met,a-TCP) with the functions of distributing the traffic
from one applicatio 1 (source) t u multiple T C P connections, which then follow different paths and of reordering
the packets from these different connections back into single stream at the destination. The Meta-TCP layer could
be thought of as a session layer entity which provides a
uniform interface between the application layer and the
underlying transporl; layer or could also be embedded in
the application itself. Option (A) is more suitable for a
transport layer which relies on algorithms that treat reception of multiple out of order packets as an indication
of bad state. TCP is an example of this kind of protocol, since it estimates the route quality by doing round
trip time measurements and has special treatrnent for out
of order packets. In option (A) as we are running separate windows on each path, traffic spreading does not
interact, with the T C P algorithms. Although T C P can
handle the out-of-order packets, it may not be amenable
to the additional out-of-order packets introduced by the
t,raffic split,ting mec.ianism at t h e sender. With TCP as
a transport layer, it does not seem feasible t o run a single
window on all the psths transparently, for example as in
option (B) where th,?traffic is distributed at the network
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Figure 1: Layered Protocol Model.
The applications which we will consider are large
file/image transfers or sending low/high resolution video
streams in an environment with varying channel quality
in terms of bit error rate and channel availability. In this
work, we will deal with only t h e file transfer application.
In a forthcoming paper, we will use the M P T scheme in
conjunction with a Multiple Description Coding (MDC)
scheme [16] for providing a robust image/video transfer.
In the multiple description coding scheme, on the sender
side, a coder breaks the signal into multiple substreams,
each substream is then coded, packetized and sent on different path through the multihop radio network. Such a
coding scheme is non-hierarchical in the sense t h a t each
subsignal contains sufficient information for the decoder
t o reconstruct an acceptable quality signal. At the receiver side the decoder produces acceptable quality signal
from any single substream and each additionally received
substream contributes t o enhanced image/video quality.

2.1

Transport of data

For file transfer, which needs reliable transport of data,
we will consider T C P as an example transport protocol.
With the emergence of the world wide web (WWW) over
the past few years, network traffic characteristics have
changed dramatically. T h e amount of data transferred
per request and the traffic burstiness has also increased.
In the context of W W W / H T T P , where a set of files is
transferred per request (when a hypertext link is followed), we can use the multiple route transport scheme
even at a layer above the TCI' layer. T h a t is, in this
scenario the traffic could be split even on a file by file
basis. This is another level of granularity. We define the

"Granularity" of M P T as the smallest unit of information allocated t o each route. For example, theoretically,
granularity could be a bit, a byte, a link layer packet,
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an I P packet, a T C P segment or a session. Of course,
the coarser the granularity the better it is from the resequencing view point, but the disadvantage with coarse
granularity is t h a t we lose in the increased burstiness and
queueing delay seen by each path.

3

Simulation Model

This section describes the simulation models which we
use in analyzing the performance of TCP and Meta-TCP
over multiple paths. Also, various parameters related t o
t,he traffic, model and link are discussed.
One can set up a simple model of two application level
processes communicating on two separate paths in one
case and in the other case sharing the two paths. This
is a higher layer version of t,he problem considered in [6].
For this problem, we expect t h a t the reduced burstiness
of the source (as seen by each path), may give us better
performance in terms of end-to-end delay. The system
schemat,ic is shown in Figure 2. For this set-up, an application layer entity opens two (in general, the number of
sockets opened could be related t o the number of available paths which can be used) separate socket (logical
T C P connections) connections with the destination application layer entity. T h e traffic is then spread over these
two logical connect,ions. In general, the paths could conC p s s Traffic

I

c

Cross Traffic

Figure 2: A simple end-to-end model.
sist of several wireless hops. In the simulation, both the
paths are identical in terms of available bandwidth and
the number of hops. Each path consists of three wireless hops. In the simulations, in order t o study the effect
of the wireless channel, we have set the parameters such
t h a t the losses are mainly due t o channel errors.
When packets belonging t o one application stream are
distributed t o multiple T C P socket connections, packets
arriving out of order a t the destination Meta-TCP layer
have t o wait in a special buffer called the resequencing
buffer. This wait contributes additionally t o the end-toend delay. T h e Meta-TCP layer, traffic distribution and
the resequencing buffer are implemented in the application layer in the simulation model.

3.1

Channel Model

There is an extensive literature on wireless channel modeling based on theory as well as measurements, both in

the indoor and outdoor (urban, suburban and rural) environments [13, 141. As our primary focus is t o study M P T
schemes, we chose t o qualitatively model the bursty error nature of the wireless channel as described below. We
model the radio link by a two state Markov model with
the two states corresponding t o the link being in either a
good state or a bad state. Further, we assume the presence of some error correcting code a t the Data link layer,
so the channel can be qualitatively modeled by the two
state Markov model. In the good state we assume t h a t a
packet is lost with some low probability p (or the BER is
so low that most errors are corrected a t the link layer),
whereas in the bad state the packet is lost with probability q . We use a value of 0.005 for p and 1 for q . This is
in accordance with the Jakes model [13] which is a commonly used model. Based on the Doppler frequency and
how deep a fade (below the average level) the coding can
tolerate, one can calculate the average fade duration and
the level crossing rate. From these we can then calculate
the transition rates between the good and the bad states.
We consider a radio channel operating at 2.0 Mbps. This
is the raw bandwidth of any single channel. Typically,
the bandwidth seen at the application layer is much less
than 2.0 Mbps due t o packet losses a t the the link layer
and retransmissions at the transport layer.

4

Results and Discussion

In the simulation results presented below, we consider
a very simple end-to-end model with two paths. The
paths are being used transparently (i.e. no information
is kept/used regarding the “quality” of the path) either
on a per session basis or on a round-robin basis. Note
t h a t the round-robin scheme used here is slightly different that the conventional round-robin in t h a t it sends N
consecutive packets on a path rather than one. For this
study we have used a value of N=5. This is done in order
t o reduce the out-of-order packets and the resequencing
delay at the receiver. T h e main aim of this study is t o
investigate the burst reduction properties of the multipath scheme, t o estimate the resequencing delay at the
receiver and t o perform delay/throughput comparisons of
the two schemes. We are in the process of running more
simulations t o study the effect of interfering traffic on the
end-to-end delay and throughput.
First we consider a large file transfer application. We
assume that the information flow is bidirectional, t h a t
is data is being transferred in both directions once the
connection is established. Further, the MSS (Maximum
Segment Size) of T C P i s set t o 536 bytes, and the minimum and the maximum limits on RTO are set t o 200 ms
and 800 ms respectively. The delayed-ACK interval is
set t o 50 ms. Further, the receiver buffer size is set t o 32
Kbytes. We compare the performance of the round-robin
and the session routing schemes, for various error rates.
T h e packet error rate is controlled by the average dura-
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tion of the good arid the bad states. In the file transfer
simulations each sc’nder initiates a large file transfer (of
size 1Mbyte). As there are two application processes a t
t8hesource and destination the total bulk of data transferred over both th: paths is 4 Mbytes. For the throughput st8udieswe assume a bidirectional flow of data from a
greedy source which always has a packet t o send when allowed by the T C P windowing mechanism. T h e file transfer and the throughput results are presented in Tables
1 and 2 respectively. We can see t h a t the round-robin
schemes performs hetter than the session based routing
scheme. T h e numhers in parent,heses represent the 95%
confidence interval
As a starting point, we approximate the bulk interactive model as follc8ws. There are requests whose interarrival time is exponential and each request transmits a
hatch of i packet,s, where i is a uniformly distributed random variable between 1 and some maximum batch-size.
The inter-request time could be thought of as time taken
by the user t o abslxb the previous information (in case
of W W W ) and request new information. Although this
traffic model is rather simple compared t o t8heempirical
study reported in 1’211,we feel that it may give us some
insight. T h e results, for different average hatch sizes, are
presented in Table 3. It can be seen that as the average batch size is reduced (i.e., t,raffic becomes smoother)
t8heresequencing delay starts dorninating and the roundrobin performance becomes worse.
Another importznt note should be made regarding the
fact that we have not, used any means of improving T C P
performance over 1,he wireless hop as described in [17].
We use a native mode T C P (which is similar t o the T C P Tahoe version) coniiection operating on an end-to-end basis. T h e improvement in the performance of M P T scheme
may be due t o quicker opening of multiple windows (in
the slow-start, phase) and due t o the reduction in burstiness. It is clear t h a t implementing these “intelligent”
schemes at each radio hop would significantly improve
the overall end-to-end performance. We have avoided doing t h a t so far bec.tuse we want to check the end-to-end
performance of the native mode T C P for the two schemes
as a benchmark. \lie also propose t o evaluate the M P T
scheme performance for doing adaptive routing based on
some measure of “ p a t h quality”, such as packets in error
or T C P window size or other information available a t the
source.
The results presented in this study are for a T C P implementation with the above-mentioned parameters and
without the fast retransmit and Karn’s Algorithm [15].
We expect t h a t implementing these algorithms will further improve the the performance for both the cases considered here.

4.1

Performance with a reliable link layer
protocol

In this section we analyze the performance of TCP with a
reliable link layer protocol. The link layer protocol handles the retransmissions locally and we show t h a t with
proper timer settings the link layer retransmissions do
not interact with the T C P layer timers. Further, as the
packet transmission time is large as compared t o the typical propagation delays we are considering, we can set the
link level window size t o a low value. For the set of parameters we have tried and for the setup we considered,
initial simulation results show a significant improvement
in the end-to-end performance. These results are presented in Table 4.
In general, the interaction between the TCP layer
timers and the local retransmissions is avoided mainly
because of the coarse timers of most of the T C P implementations. In simulations, though the timers are not
coarse, still the above interaction is avoided because of
the high value of RTOmin as compared t o the Link Layer
timers. Also, as the link level window size is small and
because of the selective retransmissions a t the link layer,
there are less out-of-order packets. Hence, again algorithms like fast retransmit are not adversely affected.

5

Conclusions

We have motivated the need for multiple route communication in multiple hop radio networks for transport of
non-real time data. We present a protocol model which
handles this paradigm. With the help of simple simulation models we compare the dellay and throughput performance of multiple route schemes t o t h a t of a conventional
scenario in which all the traffic follows a single route. In
general, the M P T protocol architecture provides a generic
framework for transporting a variety of information. As
an ongoing work, we also propose t o use the M P T scheme
with Multiple Description Coding (MDC) t o transport
real-time video streams t o a destination in a packet radio
network.
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